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Who are we?



 

GREEN-WIN project

● Research project funded under the European's 
Commissions Horizon 2020 Research 
Programme 
– Call theme: Linkages between climate change actions 

and sustainable development (SC5-03b-2014)

● 3 year Project
– Start: 1 September 2015

– End: 31 August 2018

● 3.9 Million Euro
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What are we after?



 

Core objectives

● To contribute to overcoming barriers to climate 
mitigation and adaptation action by discovering, 
critically assessing and enabling win-win strategies 

● Win-wins = strategies that meet both climate 
(mitigation and adaptation) goals as well as 
(short-term) economic goals.
– E.g., green growth, green business models

● To co-develop shared narratives around win-win 
strategies amongst scientific, policy, business and 
civil society sectors.



 

Why?



 

● Most climate literature has focused on finding 
long-term, comprehensive strategies 
– Global mitigation and adaptation pathways for the 21st 

century that solve all problems at once

– From the perspective of global planer

http://climateactiontracker.org/global.html

State-of-the-art (1)



 

State-of-the-art (2)

● Empirical evidence: 
– Societal change rarely follows global, long-term 

strategies

– The availability of global, long-term strategies has not 
led to action

● There is no global planer
● Strategies are not attractive for individual actors such as 

countries, households or entrepreneurs.

– Paris agreement: voluntary country-level contributions

– Empirical literature reports on barriers: lack of profit, 
lack of finance, lack of cooperation, etc.



 

GREEN-WIN

● GREEN-WIN focuses on strategies that individual countries, 
entrepreneurs or households can implement today

● Strategies that are economically attractive in the short term
– Green growth strategies that provide economic benefits in reducing 

emission today.

– Green business-models that help people to make a living now and 
contribute to emission reduction.

● Focus on overcoming financial barriers to implementing win-
win strategies

● Partial
– May not solve everything, but may get the ball rolling in the right 

direction



 

How do we do this?



 

Evidence on win-win strategies

● We want to find evidence, when, where and under 
which conditions win-wins occur.

● Case studies
– Empirical evidence on existing win-wins and green business 

models

– Action research on implementing/developing green business 
models

● Policy analysis
– Finance

● Macro-economic modelling
– Theoretical evidence on green growth

–



 

Workplan



 

Methodology

● Development of a typology of win-win solutions
– Actors involved and their economic and green 

incentives

● Which types of win-wins are attractive for which 
type of investor/funder?
– Profit-oriented vs. profit and impact oriented vs. donors

● How can financing barriers be overcome?
– Which financing arrangements are needed for match 

making between win-win and investors/funders?

– Enabling environment



 

Types of win-wins for different actors

● Households
– Reducing costs through climate action

● Mitigation: energy-efficiency measures
● Adaptation: E.g. flood-proofing buildings

● Firms
– Reducing costs through climate action

– Generating revenues through climate action
● Selling green(er) products (Green business models)

– Mitigation: Energy service companies



 

● Public actors
– Reducing costs through climate action

– Generating revenues through climate action
● Selling green(er) products
● Selling the co-benefits of climate actions

– Adaptation: Selling new land generated through flood protection 
measures

● Taxing the beneficiaries of climate action
– Adaptation: Taxing the beneficiaries of flood protection measures

– Generating higher GDP growth through climate action
● Green investment stimulus

Types of win-wins for different actors



 

Metrics for win-wins

● Climate goal achievement
– Adaptation: reduction of climate risks

– Mitigation: reduction of emissions

– Critical otherwise we may be green-washing.

● Economic goal achievement
– Households: net gain

– Firm: profit

– Public actor: GDP growth, degree of leveraging public 
investment, etc.



 

Enabling environment

● State support
– Many green business models may only exist because 

the state supports them financially 
● either directly through grants, sub-market rate loans, ... 
● or indirectly through tax exemptions, feed-in tariffs, etc.

● Other aspects
– Culture, networks, institutions, …

● Up-scaling
– What are the current barriers and how can these be 

overcome?



 

Thanks!

hinkel@globalclimateforum.org



Climate change and 
institutional investors: 

not a well-established link

Nadia Ameli, UCL



Climate change: a well known story

Source: https://www.pexels.com/



Where the world wants to go? 
The Paris agreement 

Source: http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/finance-and-investment/oecd-business-and-finance-outlook-2016_9789264257573-en

Low-carbon power generation Efficiency



Where we are now: climate finance 
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Can institutional investors close the financing gap?

Source: http://www.oecd.org/finance/OECD-LTI-project.pdf



Our methodology: interviews

Source: https://www.pexels.com/



Our methodology: interviews

• EU and US 

• 30 interviews 

pension funds (8)
insurers (10)
academics (2)
asset managers (5)
advisors/DFIs (5)

(USD 4 trillion asset owners + USD 5.5 trillion asset 
managers)



The financial metric: risk-adjusted return

1. Government support for low-carbon investments 

2. Investment & market conditions

3. Institutional investor characteristics & capability



Clear, stable, credible policy and regulatory 
framework 

Source: https://www.pexels.com/



Investment channels: lead or be led?

Source: https://www.pexels.com/



• Direct (in-house expertise) – very little, only bigger
investors

• Indirect (through funds/external mangers)

2% fee on top (e.g. $100m assets -> $2m fee)
10-15% performance fee

Investment channels: lead or be led?



Low-carbon investments: young opportunities

Source: https://www.pexels.com/



Low-carbon investments: young opportunities

• Lack of tradable financial instruments (e.g. green 
bonds)

• Small project size (minimum size about $100 m)

• Lack of high quality data on low-carbon 
investments and standard reporting (e.g. data 
disclosure)



Profile of institutional investors

Source: https://www.pexels.com/



Profile of institutional investors

• Lack of management experience and track 
record

• Mandate (e.g. fiduciary duty, especially in the US) 

• Difficult to apply analytical approaches such as 
internal carbon pricing and portfolio carbon 
footprinting



The way forward

• Incentivise low-carbon investment “policy frameworks 
need to be ‘Three L’s’ - Long, Loud and Legal” 

• Alter the balance of economics between low-carbon 
investments and their high-carbon equivalents

• Data disclosure and transparency

• Greater involvement of Development Finance 
Institutions



Climate finance @ UCL

Professor: Michael Grubb

m.grubb@ucl.ac.uk

Senior Research Associate: Nadia Ameli 

n.ameli@ucl.ac.uk

Senior Research Associate: Paul Drummond 

p.drummond@ucl.ac.uk
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Environmental Change Institute 
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Co-evolution between urban sustainability and  

business innovation for GREEN-WIN:  

Evidence from the sharing mobility sector in Shanghai 

Dr Yuge Ma 
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Structure 

1. Background 
 
1. Shanghai Case Study 

2.1 Contextualising Shanghai 

2.2 Three representative business models 

 
2. Co-evolution mechanism 
 
1. Next step 
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1. Background 

 
WP6: Urban Transformation 
 

Under what Enabling Environment, can Opportunity 

Spaces that contain win-win strategies and green 

business models achieve Transformation towards 

Sustainability (T2S) in urban settings? 
 
Case studies: Shanghai, Istanbul, Barcelona, Venice 
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Co-evolution between urban sustainability and business 

ecosystem innovation for GREEN-WIN:  

Evidence from the sharing mobility sector in Shanghai 

2. Case of Shanghai 
(>30 million population, largest megacity, big energy consumer & carbon emitter)  

Shanghai’s mobility sector is experiencing  disruptive innovation 
brought about by the emerging sharing economy business 
models.  
 

Synchronization of the emergent sharing economy, in the 
areas of:  


Ride-sharing (DiDi Chuxing) 


Electric-Vehicle (EV) –sharing (EVCARD)  


Bike-sharing (Mobike) 

 
with public transport & urban sustainability providing large 
opportunities for Transformation towards Sustainability. 



2.1 Contextualisation 



2.2 Three representative Business Models in Shanghai’s Sharing Mobility Sector 

22 February 2017 Presentation title, edit in 
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1st wave sharing mobility 
 

22 February 2017 

Page 7 

 Started in 2012 
 

 Became of Unicorn Start-
up in 2014 
 （36 Billion USD in 2016） 

 
 Legalised at the national 

level in July 2016 
 

 Merged Uber China in 
August 2016 
 

 Negatively affected by 
megacity regulations in 
October 2016 

Co-evolution between urban sustainability and business 

ecosystem innovation for GREEN-WIN:  

Evidence from the sharing mobility sector in Shanghai 



2nd  wave sharing mobility 

22 February 2017 

Page 8 

 Started in 2013/14 as 
a Shanghai gov SOE 
 

 Enormous policy 
support (free car 
licenses, 
free/subsidised EVs 
and parking 
resources) 
 

 Written into the city 
planning in 2015/16 

 
 2600 rental stations, 

8,000 EVs in 23 cities 
by the end of 2016. 
 

Co-evolution between urban sustainability and business 

ecosystem innovation for GREEN-WIN:  

Evidence from the sharing mobility sector in Shanghai 



3rd Wave of Sharing Mobility: Mobike 
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 Placed the first set of bikes in Shanghai in April 2016 
 Within 10 months, more than 100,000 bikes in Shanghai, and 

operate in 23 cities across China. 
 Supported by many district government, though not all 
 Raised more than 400 million USD of private investment 



3. Co-evolution between urban sustainability and  
business innovation for GREEN-WIN  
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4. Next step: evaluating the enabling environment 

Source: Ma, Y., Hestad, D., Thornton, T., Mangalagiu, D., Yazar, M., Saysel, A. and Zhu, D. (2016) 

Enabling Opportunity Spaces for Transformation towards Sustainability in Global 

Megacities: Comparative evidence from Shanghai and Istanbul. 1.5 Degrees: Meeting the 

challenges of the Paris Agreement. Oxford: Environmental Change Institute, University of Oxford. 



Environmental Change Institute 
 

For more information: 

Co-evolution between urban sustainability and business ecosystem 

innovation: Evidence from the sharing mobility sector in Shanghai 

ECI working paper, January 2017  

Yuge Ma, Ke Rong, Diana Mangalagiu, Thomas F. Thornton, Dajian Zhu 

  

 

 

Thank you very much! 
                   yuge.ma@ouce.ox.ac.uk 



Q&A 
Themes 

Do new financing 

mechanisms like crowd-

funding hold promise for 

WIN-WIN business models? 

Other than financing, 

what are the biggest 

barriers for scaling up 

successful win-win 

business models? 

How can we finance 
both climate goals and 

development goals 
considering the 

decreases in foreign 
aid budgets? 

Are there common metrics 
to assess win-win business 

models? 



Thank you for attending this webinar on “Can We Achieve 
Economic Development & Climate Goals Together? Applying Win-
Win Strategies”  

 

• This webinar was recorded and will be uploaded to the GGKP website: 
www.greengrowthknowledge.org 

 

• If you have any further questions about the webinar please email: 
contact@ggkp.org  

 

• The GGKP asks you to complete a survey which will be sent out after 
this webinar.  

http://www.greengrowthknowledge.org/
mailto:contact@ggkp.org
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